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Maintaining Accurate, Up-to-Date 

CLERY REPORTS
CAN BE CHALLENGING.  
OMNIGO MAKES IT EASIER.
Nearly 500 colleges and universities trust Omnigo for Clery reporting.

“We take safety and Clery compliance very seriously, and Omnigo’s 
software and responsiveness are a tremendous asset in fulfilling our 
mission.” Randy Burba, Chief of Public Safety, Chapman University
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Reporting campus crimes accurately is not only key to 
preventing crime and ensuring safety on your campus – 
it’s required by law. Yet tracking, managing, and reporting 
Clery-related incidents to meet federal reporting 
requirements can be difficult and time consuming. And 
the consequences of non-compliance can be significant.

Higher ed institutions that fail to track and disclose 
crime activity risk:

 Civil penalties

 Hefty fines

 Losing eligibility for federal student aid programs

 Incurring significant damage to institution’s reputation

 Negatively impacting future enrollment

Fortunately, Omnigo Software offers a streamlined, 
scalable solution to help colleges and universities of all 
sizes maintain Clery compliance.

 Simplify incident tracking and reporting

 Improve safety awareness and prevention

 Meet federal reporting requirements

 Strengthen institutional credibility



Never Miss a Legislative Update
Omnigo make the necessary changes to our incident report 
forms whenever the federal government updates the Clery Act, 
so your reports will always be Clery compliant. 

Create and Customize Public Crime Logs
Create and publish public crime logs in just a few clicks. Public 
crime logs are customizable to fit your needs and include a wide 
range of fields. Additionally, sensitive information is easy to hide.

Quickly Generate Reports and Graphs
Easily display data entered into the program for your Annual 
Security Reports, Public Crime Logs, and Annual Fire Safety 
Reports. Compiling the data takes seconds – not hours – saving 
you valuable time.

Analyze and Interpret the Data
Easily go beyond raw statistics. In seconds, you can view and 
compare trends and find hot spots for incidents on your campus.
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There is a simple, reliable way to 
report and manage Clery-related 
crimes for your campus. Omnigo 

makes it easy to remain compliant 
with Clery Act requirements with 

easy-to-use, web-based 
software solution.



ABOUT OMNIGO
For more than 20 years, Omnigo software solutions have been the 
preferred choice for law enforcement, education, healthcare, gaming, 
hospitality, and corporate enterprises. Currently, Omnigo’s solutions are 
used by over 2,000 customers in 20 different countries. At Omnigo, we’re 
committed to helping customers secure their organizations’ property, 
control operational costs, and ensure the safety of the general public.

We believe our customers deserve the best support available to protect 
their people, assets, and brand. We also understand how challenging it can 
be to protect the community without the proper resources. We’re here to 
arm users with the best tools in the industry. With a team that includes 
former law enforcement, first responders, and other public safety 
professionals, we’re uniquely qualified to understand exactly what our 
customers need to protect their community.
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LEARN MORE
OR REQUEST A LIVE DEMO
call: 866.421.2374
email: sales@omnigo.com


